CERTIFIED RECORD OF LAND CORNER MONUMENTATION


In Sept. 1956 John Carlitch, L.S. 287, reports on County Survey A-107 that he found a 2 inch iron pipe and the original scribed spruce limb at this corner. At present I have not found any evidence as to who set the 2 inch iron pipe, but the finding of said pipe, and/or original scribed spruce post is also reported on county surveys B-472, B-155, A-540, And F-22-14.

Description of corner evidence found:

I found the 2 inch iron pipe reported by Carlitch in Sept. 1956. I also found the top of the original spruce post lying along side of said pipe. Scribing is visible. From said iron pipe I found the following two bearing trees scribed by Carlitch: 20 inch hemlock bears N 50° E 10.1 ft. to old scribed face. 26" hemlock bears S 39° W 18.3 ft. to old scribed face on root collar. No trace of original bearing trees.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner:

I removed the 2 inch iron pipe and in its place set flush a 2" X 36" concrete filled, galv. iron pipe with a 3 inch brass cap stamped as shown, from which I scribed two bearing trees:
24 in. hem. bears N 56° W 29.5' to face scribed "1/4S7BT".
26 in. hem. bears S 68° E 34.2' to face scribed "1/4S18BT".

Witnesses:

I, Karl F. Foeste, Registered Professional Land Surveyor of the State of Oregon
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